ART OUTREACH BOX
Using Nature to Create Art
- Plant Pressing Art
  Grades 3-5
- Impressionism and Landscapes
  Of the Hoosier Group
  Grades 9-12
- Nature Paintbrushes
  Grades K-2
- Sun Art Cyanotypes
  Grades 6-8

HISTORY OUTREACH BOX
Describing Our States Through Nature
- Describing Our Landscape
- Describing Our Climate
- Describing Our Life
- How Do We Affect Our State
- Let’s Promote Our State
  Perfect for Grade 4

SCIENCE OUTREACH BOX
Exploring the Mysteries of a Rain Garden Through the Scientific Method
- Abiotic and Biotic Components
- Rain Gardens
- Testing Soil Drainage
- Creating and Testing own Rain Garden Experiments
  Perfect for Grades 6-8

To borrow one or all of the Alcoa Foundation Outdoor Classroom Education Kits, email education@emuseum.org today!